How does it work? It’s simple!

1. Register with the link below to sign up to support a student. This will be a $15 commitment.
2. This will provide a student with a premade gift bag containing cookies, hot chocolate, mug, microwave popcorn, mac bowl, cashews, Twizzler bites, and most of all – a card with your individual message along with your name!
3. Options to focus your kindness to a particular academic area.

SIGN UP HERE TO SUPPORT A STUDENT
ANY QUESTIONS PLEASE REACH OUT TO
CAROL DENYSSCHEN:
EMAIL: DENYSSCA@BUFFALOSTATE.EDU

“KINDNESS CAN TRANSFORM SOMEONE’S DARK MOMENT WITH A BLAZE OF LIGHT. YOU’LL NEVER KNOW HOW MUCH YOUR CARING MATTERS. MAKE A DIFFERENCE FOR ANOTHER TODAY.” – AMY LEIGH MERCREE